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The right answers are in bold. Invalid replies have been written. C He left the scene of the accident and tried to forget it had happened. 3 Oil, which is lighter than water, rises to the surface. Rule 3: Use a pair of commas in the middle of a sentence in the middle of a sentence for expressions, phrases, and words that are not necessary for
the meaning of the sentence. Use one comma before to indicate the beginning of a pause and one at the end of a pause. 6 Madame de Stael was an attractive, gracious woman. Rule 6: Use commas to separate two or more coordinate adjectives that represent the same direction of submission. Make sure you never add an extra comma
between the final adjective and the self-submissive text, or use commas without coordinate lines. 1 Nice is a word with many meanings, and some of them are contradictory. Rule 1: Use commas to separate independent expressions when they involve one of these seven coordination conjunctions: and, but not yet. C The contractor
testified that the house was complete and that the work had been done properly. C Some people refuse to go to the zoo with pity for creatures that have to live in small cages. C taxis that are dirty are illegal in some cities. 5 The cupboard had worn clothes, old shoes and dirty hats. Rule 5: Separate three or more words, phrases, or
phrases written in a series with commas. C The uninvited guest was wearing a dark blue tweed suit. 2 After surviving this ordeal, the trapper felt relieved. Rule 2: Use commas after introductory phrases (a) expressions, (b) sentences, or (c) words in front of the parent expression. 3 Mark Twain's early novels are, I believe, put to the test of
time. Rule 3: Use a pair of commas in the middle of a sentence in the middle of a sentence for expressions, phrases, and words that are not necessary for the meaning of the sentence. Use one comma before to indicate the beginning of a pause and one at the end of a pause. December 9, 1941 will not be forgotten. Rule 9: Separate all
geographic names in commas, dates (except between month and day), addresses (except street number and name), and name labels. 7 The field was safe enough, wasn't it? Rule 7: Use a comma at the end of a sentence to separate the opposite coordinate elements or indicate a separate pause or shift. 9 Write Editor Atlantic, 8
Arlington Street, Boston, Massachusetts 02116. Rule 9: Commas can be used to specify all geographic names, dates (except months and days), addresses (except street number and name), and name headings. 10 He replied: I have no idea what you mean. Rule 10: Use a comma to switch between the main conversation and quotation.
2 After good washing and care, the puppy looked like a brand new dog. Rule 2: Use commas in introductory phrases (a) expressions, (b) sentences, or (c) the main expression after future words. 2 Because they oppose institutions that force creatures to live in captivity, some people refuse to go to the zoo. Rule Rule Rule Use commas
after introductory expressions (a) (b) phrases, or (c) words that appear in front of the parent expression. C Men who are bald are often the ones most authorital due to baldness. 3 Vests, once popular, have been out of fashion for several years. Rule 3: Use a pair of commas in the middle of a sentence in the middle of a sentence for
expressions, phrases, and words that are not necessary for the meaning of the sentence. Use one comma before to indicate the beginning of a pause and one at the end of a pause. 2 As a heavenly goddess, she regulated the course of celestial bodies and dominated the alternate seasons. Rule 2: Use commas after introductory phrases
(a) expressions, (b) sentences, or (c) words in front of the parent expression. I hope one day he'll learn to be polite. Back to questions Sentences and fragments Exercise Click on the button next to the correct answer. Select an independent expression. Because getting a good education is essential to live a productive and rewarding life in
an industrialised society. Good education from a reputable institute, be it a university, a college or a business school. The importance of education in today's industrialised society. Education is important. Select the entire sentence. Every morning, as soon as I get out of bed. Before my wife and I met. I'll call you as soon as I'm ready. As
long as we find what we're looking for at a reasonable price. Select the entire sentence. Because the weather was so bad. The weather everyone had expected to be bad. Heavy rain all night, which turns into a shower tomorrow afternoon. Rain is expected through the night. Select the entire sentence. Grass that was very long because no
one had cut it for a few weeks. Because the grass hadn't been cut in a long time. Before cutting the grass. Cut the grass. Select the entire sentence. The prize he got. The award was a complete surprise. I'm a complete surprise. Because he wasn't expecting a prize. Select the entire sentence. If the washing machine and dryer we bought
are delivered on Thursday. We'll be there on time. Living abroad changes people. Life and free to pursue their own goals. Select the entire sentence. For example, the delivery of letters or parcels, which used to be exclusively a men's profession. As soon as he leaves the office today. More and more women are choosing a career as
engineers. And what about me. Select the entire sentence. Many years ago, for example, medical training. I'll do it when you're ready. For example, online dating. For all reasons, choose a date online, the most important. Select the entire sentence. If you don't, I will. Anyone who wants to improve their English writing skills. At least two or
three times a week. As many people know, it can be a frustrating experience. Select the entire sentence. The watch your parents gave you for your birthday. He's one of them. The people you met. weekend on the grill. Cafes, for example. Select the entire sentence. Yes, they are. Later this year, when the weather has improved. Seasons
like spring and summer. When you've done your homework. Select the entire sentence. We need one as soon as possible. As you know, it's illegal. Because it's very convenient. That's not the reason. Select the entire sentence. Anyone who rides a bicycle to school or work. He's one and she's the other. All kinds of clothes that people
wear in cold weather. Dogs, cats and other popular family pets. Incorrect parts itain in bold. F 1. Then I went to Morris Jr. High. A secondary school that was a bad experience. (dependent expression) F2, what are you? The scene was full of beauty. Like the sun, which sends brilliant rays to the ground and the leaves of different shades of
red, yellow and brown move slowly in the wind. (dependent expression) C 3. He talked for 50 minutes without taking his eyes off the notes. Like other teachers in the department, he didn't encourage students to ask. F4, what are you? Each group has a wide range of features to choose from. They were hard to tell apart. (no main blood)
C5. A few less serious guys went to the bar for a steak dinner and a few glasses of beer. After this meal, they were ready for anything. C 6. It can be really embarrassing to be so emotional. Especially when you're on your first date, you feel like you should be in control. F7. Magazines have a reputation in a sophisticated, prestigious and
elite group of readers. Although this is a judgment of value and circumstances are not a real starting point. (dependent expression) F8. In seventh grade, every young boy goes to football. To prove to himself and his parents that he's a man. (dependent expression) F 9. He opened the door and let us go home. We didn't realize then that
we would never go to the door of his home again. (dependent expression) C 10. As Christmas approaches, I find ming mingle in my childhood at funny times of snowball fights. Thinking about this makes me happy. F 11. He'll decide quickly. Jim ordered two dozen red roses for his wife. Hoping he'd accept his apology. (dependent
expression) F 12. They all had a great time. Until one of Joe's oldest and best friends already already ers a little too much. (dependent expression) F 13. Although it only reached speeds of about 12 miles per hour. My old rowing door with its three-propulsion engine seemed like a quick job to me. (dependent expression) Point C-14. With
my brother by my side, I reached for the pot handle. Tilting the pot way too much caused boiling water to run. F 15. Small, single-storey houses are all the same size and style. There's no difference except color. (dependent expression) F 16 and F-16 number. He was my friend when we joined the football team. We learned a lot together.
(dependent expression) Back to questions
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